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ANNUAL REPORT
Summary
This report marks the first full year of HED’s trial of our ’all markets’ system. Results have been good at a time
when other systematic approaches to markets have performing poorly. Taking each of our published trades
promptly resulted in a trading profit of a little over 23%, before any fees and there is a breakdown of the results in
the pages that follow.
We started with our market analysis, which is well-proven as we have been developing it for 20 years and publishing forecasts since 2000. From August 2007 we compiled a record of the trading advice given in US stocks, trade by
trade as the months went by which has produced 224% profit so far in these extremely varied seven years.
To extend this exercise to the advice we issue in all markets, we designed a set of trading rules that would use the
same method of analysis for trade entries but would automate exits and risk management and this is what we report here. All the advised trades were in liquid futures markets.
Our approach of measuring crowd mood seems to be a superior way to deploy trading capital. We believe that this
is the single best method for anticipating what market prices will do as the behaviour of the crowd is as close as
we can get to the ‘real’ driving forces that push markets up and down. Whether used to manage large individual
accounts or collective investments, the methods shown here are easy to use and the results should be just as easy
to attain.
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The HED approach:
At HED we work in the area of cause and effect, where the influence of feedback is paramount. The past affects the
present in both obvious and subtle ways, which then alters behaviour. The effect on markets is our main concern,
where price movements impact the mood and responses of the people in the trading crowd. Often we cannot see
the underlying mechanism that links effect back to cause but the signs are clear - patterns that repeat, a tendency
to cyclicality and self-sustaining trends, both up and down. Feedback is the principal reason why markets are not
random and the study of it is part of the evolving field of behavioural finance. This provides better explanations
than traditional economics and offers a chance to predict. We have identified two ways to make use of this way of
thinking to anticipate what may happen next:

THE BASICS
Measuring mood:

Analysing Cycles:

We measure the feedback-driven shifts in the mood
of the market. From this we can see when mood has
reached such a fever pitch that prices can rise no further. This moment of exhaustion usually comes at a
time of great enthusiasm for the market – there will
be newspaper and magazine articles proclaiming that
a new higher level of prices is here to stay and maybe
declaring a whole new paradigm. This will all be
wrong but it will be hard to detect that amongst all
the shouting. The same happens in bear markets
when despair reaches its maximum after price declines, near or exactly at a low point. Mood extremes
can be of optimism or pessimism but a third condition
also exists – that of doubt and overall disagreement.

Time lags between cause and effect are the most common causes of cycles, but they can also come from the
rhythms of nature, like the seasons or the tides. Whatever their cause, there are always plenty of cycles in active operation or in temporary suspension. These all interact together to make more cycles, so the outcome is
very complex. We break down this complexity to identify what current underlying cycles are active and project this forward to see when important highs and lows
should occur.

How we measure Mood:
We know that mood is affected by the direction of price but also by its type of movement - prices that rise and dip
in a jagged uptrend don’t bring as much excitement as those that rise smoothly and steeply so we use a measure of
both trend and smoothness called Hurst, to see how eager or despondent the crowd has become. We do this at
many time frames to capture the mood of all participant groups, from day traders to pension funds.
There is almost never 100% agreement in the market. Any sustained trend gets pushed along by
positive feedback and believers will mainly outnumber sceptics as the trend persists. When the
trend is well established the feedback loops that
kept it going start to tighten and this shows up in
our analysis as a quickening rhythm in these mood
shifts. Predominantly high Hurst numbers become
interspersed with intervals when lower numbers
occur and this alternation speeds up as the end of
the trend approaches. When the shifts are almost
Figure 1
continuous, we get a signal called an Extension.
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The HED approach:
Mood is also important when there is no consensus and doubt prevails instead, because that is when new trends
often start. We measure this using the same tools but now we look for generally low Hurst numbers with a sprinkling of high ones for contrast, with the same quickening rhythm in the different time frames. When this rhythm
has become very fast, disagreement is at the maximum and a Compression signal is the result - these are shown in
blue, covering the entire bar of the period concerned:
A compression signal means disagreement and
uncertainty is at a very high level and a new trend
is likely to start at any moment. There is no way to
predict which way that trend will go, only that
there will probably be an increase in the range of
price movement. These two charts in figures 1 & 2,
both show periods of market activity from late
2013 into 2014. Using data from different instruments can result in slightly different signals - there
was no compression in the Dow chart and no extensions in the S&P. By looking at both (and at
many others) we were able to identify, predict and
capture all the main ups and downs in this period.

Figure 2

Cycle Analysis:
Cycles in price can originate from natural rhythms, such as the time of orbit of the earth around the sun or the
breeding seasons of livestock, but most such natural cycles have little market effect. Grain is mostly not cheaper at
harvest time even if tomatoes and apples are, as markets that have futures contracts or their equivalent tend to
‘smooth out’ any obvious cyclical effects so little advantage can be gained. There are some identifiable seasonal
effects on intra-commodity price spreads but even these tend to be ‘arbitraged away’ over time. Other cycles stem
from lags between cause and effect, as seen in the delay between increased demand for minerals and the development of more mines and refineries or from interaction between ‘core’ cycles. These last two are common, and
have different characteristics – cycles from lags are not as regular as say, the tides and interactions between cycles
lead to yet more cycles that may appear then subside for a while. The result in most markets is a very complex set
of cycles – too many to be immediately useful. We condense matters to make sense of it.
What we do
First we identify all the cycles that are present in the price history of a market - there are usually many - then break
down that complex muddle into a few underlying cycles that are currently active and interacting to make the rest.
We then re-combine them, projecting forward to see when they will occur in the future. These dates mark moments when important highs and lows are likely to occur.
We do this for a large variety of markets in commodities, currencies, bonds and equity indices and then look across
the results to see where those turns are due, paying particular attention to days when turns in related markets coincide or ‘cluster’. Clusters of turns are a particularly good guide to when price highs or lows will happen. The bigger the cluster, the more important the high or low tends to be. The method we use is described in the user guide
on Page 8. We use a slightly different method to examine the very long-term Dow industrial average series and the
Dow bond index and consider these more significant than any other single turns.
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The HED approach:
How we use the results
We see these turn dates (and publish them) many weeks in advance. Equity turn clusters are scored grade 1, 2 or 3
depending on the number of turns in each cluster and their geographic reach. A cluster that has elements from the
US, Europe and Asia in considerable numbers will score 1 whereas one with fewer components or that is restricted
to only one geographic zone will score 2 or 3. Turns in other assets classes are not graded as there are too few instruments linked to say, the price of copper or the €/¥ exchange rate, unlike the multiple stock market instruments
that we can follow.
We combine these extension, compression and turn signals to produce real time trading advice, consisting or ‘firm’
trades. Combining techniques offer the chance to enter trades with accurate timing, so achieving a useful advantage. We have designed particular trade management rules to work in harmony with this approach to preserve this
‘edge’:

Our rules are designed to:
Capture as much of the market move in each trade as can be identified
Avoid the worst effects of sitting with full positions through market reactions
Avoid getting stopped out before the move has begun or part way through it
Avoid big losses on individual trades or on the portfolio as a whole
Avoid inadvertent concentrations of risk through adopting too many correlated positions

Each trade is ‘’boxed’ by a set of conditions that allow the trade to develop without always jumping out after a set
time or after other pre-determined events. This box consists of a set of boundaries that evolve as the trade progresses. We reviewed our whole approach to markets and distilled a list of features from which we then derived
the boundaries for these trades.

THE RULES
Partial Profit-take

Trade timeouts:

After adopting a trade that has started well, we ‘run
the profit’ on the whole position for a while before
taking some of it off. The default setting is to take
profit on half the position, 4 days after the market
price has embarked on the predicted new trend. We
measure the recent volatility of the market concerned
and if it moves two days’ worth in the direction of
profit then we start the clock and liquidate half the
position 4 days later. This keeps us out of some early
reactions and allows the market to determine when
this rule takes effect.

Trades last until they are timed out after 15 trading days
if there is no favourable trend because this is near the
effective time limit of daily-scale signals. If a favourable
trend does develop the trade will still ‘drop off’ after 35
days. The corresponding periods for trades that come
from weekly-scale signals are 70 days and 160 days. In
cases where the market has moved slowly in our favour
this is a good way to catch a longer trend. This is also a
rare exit as other conditions are usually triggered first.
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The HED approach:
An Example:

3. Partial Profit Threshold
tripwire placed here…..

1. Trade Initiated here,
bought at $92.87

...leading to half exit
4 days later, here

2. Volatility Adjusted Stop
calculated/placed here

5. Exit remaining half here as
written in the Feb10 edition

4. Time-outs at
15 and 35 days

1.

This trade was initiated after a bottom extension and was advised in the January 10th edition

2.

Initial protective stops are set to limit any financial loss to 0.5% of the notional value of the portfolio, which is
generally 1% of the employed margin. In this case it was $5 away from the entry price.

3.

Partial profit threshold: The daily volatility of this market was $1.55 per barrel in the 25 days before this
trade. Accordingly we aimed to take half profits four days after a move in our favour of twice that amount
($3.1 or at $95.97). The market reached this level 7 trading days after the entry so the partial exit came 4
days later, as is usual.

4.

Trades ‘time out’ at the 15 - day mark if no favourable trend has developed and drop off regardless of outcome after 35 days. In this case the first time-out was superseded by the partial profit-take , which was
reached first.

5.

The second time-out was also not necessary as the Feb 10th edition recommended taking profits. Trade over.
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The HED approach:
Volatility adjusted position sizing:
In order to compensate for the inherent variation in the volatilities of different instruments across different asset
classes, we adjust the size of each new trade. Once we have a signal, we calculate the size of the new position using recent volatility and a trading unit of $600K, for a $3m account. Choosing a typical daily volatility of 1.6% in normal conditions as a basic benchmark, we compare that with the new market’s history over 25 days and adjust the
unit up or down. Higher volatility means a proportionally smaller amount, lower means larger but with an absolute
limit of one and a half times or $900k for each trade - less for commodities. Rounding this down to the nearest
even number of futures contracts gives us the order size for the position.

Effects of volatility-adjusted position sizing and trade management:

Risk. The past volatility of any given market cannot predict exactly what will be its volatility in future but
there will be some consistency over time - crop commodities will generally tend to be more volatile than
ten-year notes, for example. Using a benchmark that is taken from conditions of ‘normal’ volatility - our
choice is a daily range of 1.6% of the price - means that the overall portfolio risk will remain close to
‘normal’ even if the individual parts of it move quite violently.
Stops. This also has a direct effect on the risks in each individual trade - if we take a smaller position because a market has been more volatile, then the stop-loss will be further away from the price, so reducing
the risk of it being hit. Bigger positions have closer stops. This keeps risks more-or-less constant on each
trade.
Profit-taking. The partial profit-taking that we practise is also linked to volatility. If a position moves into
profit by the equivalent of 2-days’ volatility for that instrument, we take half off 4 days later. This is aimed
to ‘run the profit’ for some while once the move has begun. The relevant point here is that the market
itself determines when that stage has been reached by crossing a line that is determined by the recent
history of that instrument.
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Performance:
Overview:
Period: May 2013 - May 2014

The best performing asset class in the test was
equity indices followed by commodities, contributing a combined total of 84% for the gains made
in the year. This shows how our analysis works
slightly better under volatile conditions.
Some of our best trades come from combinations
of signals from several related markets in a similar
fashion to that described earlier for determining
clusters of turns. Such trades can have increased
timing ‘precision’ and this offers a direction for
future development as our coverage expands.
None of the asset classes made a negative impact
on the performance due to the accurate placement of trade entries, volatility-adjusted position
sizing, partial profit-takes and adaptive stop placements.
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Performance:

The number of open positions over the year averaged
5.5. Margin requirements and contract sizes vary
widely across different countries and exchanges, so the
amount of margin required varied in a slightly different
way, averaging $172,000 with a peak at $366,000. This
is shown as a chart of margin-to-equity ratio above.
The total $ exposure is of limited use as volatilities differ so much but it averaged $3.7m, peaking at $7.3m
and is shown in the third chart, left. The underlying
‘unit’ of equity to support this activity is $3m throughout this report.

Performance after fees:

The fees used to calculate this table are notional as this is an exercise. There is a 2% annual management fee that
is charged monthly in advance on the equity at the end of the previous month and a performance charge of 20% on
a quarterly basis on net new profits. After fees, a gain of 16.6% was achieved.
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RISKS - part 1
This is not a prospectus and so we have not provided a list of risk factors for anyone who wishes to start monitoring or
following our advice. It would be dishonest to pretend that this is not aimed at increasing our business by recruiting
more trading and non-trading customers however so we should point out that there are risks involved. The market
risks are well known and covered in the next section but there are others:
We aim to forecast the timing and extent of price movements in traded markets. Many believe this to be impossible
and there is a large body of academic economic thought that holds the whole exercise to be dishonest - our rebuttal is
that such prediction is indeed impossible using the traditional tools of academic economists but that we have developed things that work. Nonetheless, we point out the criticism.
The task is difficult and our forecasts are wrong a significant amount. Over time we have found that we are correct far
more often than not but there is no guarantee that we will continue to be so. Being wrong can take two principal
forms - we could choose the wrong direction for a market trend or we could fail to identify that there will even be such
a movement. Each could lead to trading losses if a position has been taken that would be adversely affected by these
failures. Risk management can mitigate this (see next section) but not abolish it.
Lastly, we do not share the risks although we may be paid from the profits. This means that our interests are not exactly aligned with those of our customers. We pledge to try to minimise any harm that could come from this difference
but there is still some risk from such so-called perverse incentives.

RISKS - part 2
DISCLOSURE AND DISCLAIMER
Although providing trading advice about futures on both US and non-US exchanges, HED is currently exempt from registration with the National Futures Association (NFA) because we have fewer than 15 customers who we believe are
trading on our advice and because we disseminate that advice via broadcast email, website and newswire based on
our computerised systems.
Nonetheless, we feel it is sensible to provide some advice about the risks involved in futures trading, where a small
margin deposit is typically used to support a much larger position and so there is a risk of severe trading loss. This is
our version:
Any program of trading that involves futures contracts must have adequate provisions to manage risk, so as to minimise these dangers. Precautions should include diversification of positions across different markets and asset classes
(not putting all the eggs in one basket); keeping substantial amounts of the available capital in cash and not dedicating
more than a small proportion of it to margin (not betting too big); maintaining a consistent attitude to trading risk in
successive trades (keeping the bet size constant); adjusting individual position sizes to reflect the differing volatilities of
different markets. We attempt to do all this in our published advice but it is prudent to remain vigilant in case these or
some other dangers suddenly increase in size and scope.
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